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This title offers 13 pieces arranged and written by John Pitts for recorder quartets. The full score in
all four parts - descant, treble, tenor and bass that can be used as a conducting or playing score.
Songs include: When I'm Sixty-Four, Palmarito Rumba, and El Choclo.
(Music Sales America). This fun collection of graded repertoire with accompanying CD will appeal
to pupils and teachers alike. Featuring well-known tunes plus exciting new pieces by John Pitts in
authentic blues, ragtime and boogie styles. Suitable for players who have reached the end of Book 1
in the Recorder From The Beginning teaching scheme.
Humans, especially children, are naturally curious. Yet, people often balk at the thought of learning
science--the "eyes glazed over" syndrome. Teachers may find teaching science a major challenge in
an era when science ranges from the hardly imaginable quark to the distant, blazing quasar.
Inquiry and the National Science Education Standards is the book that educators have been waiting
for--a practical guide to teaching inquiry and teaching through inquiry, as recommended by the
National Science Education Standards. This will be an important resource for educators who must
help school boards, parents, and teachers understand "why we can't teach the way we used to."
"Inquiry" refers to the diverse ways in which scientists study the natural world and in which students
grasp science knowledge and the methods by which that knowledge is produced. This book explains
and illustrates how inquiry helps students learn science content, master how to do science, and
understand the nature of science. This book explores the dimensions of teaching and learning
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science as inquiry for K-12 students across a range of science topics. Detailed examples help clarify
when teachers should use the inquiry-based approach and how much structure, guidance, and
coaching they should provide. The book dispels myths that may have discouraged educators from
the inquiry-based approach and illuminates the subtle interplay between concepts, processes, and
science as it is experienced in the classroom. Inquiry and the National Science Education Standards
shows how to bring the standards to life, with features such as classroom vignettes exploring
different kinds of inquiries for elementary, middle, and high school and Frequently Asked
Questions for teachers, responding to common concerns such as obtaining teaching supplies. Turning
to assessment, the committee discusses why assessment is important, looks at existing schemes and
formats, and addresses how to involve students in assessing their own learning achievements. In
addition, this book discusses administrative assistance, communication with parents, appropriate
teacher evaluation, and other avenues to promoting and supporting this new teaching paradigm.
Teach how to play recorder for kids with our easy recorder lessons for kids. ***Comes with online
access to free recorder videos and audio demonstrating all examples. See and hear how each one is
played by a teacher, then play along with the backing band. Also includes music score and recorder
animation for easy music learning.*** "Great teaching tool. I love the fact you can play just a note
and get a great accompaniment to make it sound interesting. It enables me to focus on getting a great
sound before moving on." - A.M. Weavers [Amazon] Progressive Recorder Method for Young
Beginners - Book 1 contains all you need to know to start teaching kids to play recorder - in one
easy-to-follow, lesson-by-lesson children’s recorder tutorial. Suitable for children aged 4 to 8 years
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and all brands of tenor and descant recorders. No prior knowledge of how to read music or playing
the recorder is required to teach a child to learn to play recorder from this book. Teach your child: •
How to play recorder notes for kids • All the fundamental techniques of recorder playing including
correct posture, hand position, fingering and breathing • Basic recorder theory for kids including
how to read music • How to tune a recorder • Recorder tips for kids that every child should know
when learning recorder • Shortcuts for how to learn recorder fast by getting the most from recorder
practice sessions Contains everything you need to know about how to teach a child to play recorder
today. Features include: • Progressive step-by-step easy recorder lessons written by a professional
children’s recorder teacher • Beautifully illustrated in full color throughout • Easy-to-read recorder
music for kids with lyrics to sing a long and chords for guitar or piano accompaniment • Recorder
note chart • 42 great sounding recorder exercises and popular easy recorder songs for kids Kids
recorder lessons have never been this easy for parents and teachers who want to teach children to
learn how to play the recorder, fast. LearnToPlayMusic.com's recorder lessons for kids are used by
children’s recorder teachers worldwide to teach how to play recorder for kids. For over 30 years,
our team of professional authors, composers and musicians have crafted music lesson books that
are a cut above the rest. We offer a large selection of music lessons for kids that cover many
different instruments in print, eBook and app formats. Awarded the 'Quality Excellence Design'
(QED) seal of approval for eBook innovation, LearnToPlayMusic.com continues to set the standard
for quality children’s music education resources.
Pupil's Book. Pops & shows
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Recorder from the beginning
Recorder from the Beginning
Introduction to the Recorder
Blues, Rags and Boogies Pupil's Book
Razzamajazz recorder: Five note fiesta

The charming recorder repertoire in the Suzuki Recorder School has been
carefully selected by Katherine White, in accordance with the principles and
guidelines of Dr. Suzuki's philosophy. Titles: * Siciliana from Sonata in F Major
(Alto key) (III) (G.F. Handel) * Bourrée from Fireworks Suite (G.F. Handel) *
Passapied from Melpomene Suite (K. Fischer) * Adagio from Sonata in A Minor
(Alto key) (III) (G.F. Handel) * Presto from Sonata in G Minor (Alto key) (IV) (G.F.
Handel) * Larghetto from Sonata in G Minor (Alto key) (I) (G.F. Handel) * Allegro
from Sonata No. 1 (IV) (R. Valentini) * Giga/Allegro from Sonata in F Major (Alto
key) (IV) (G.F. Handel) * Minuet (E.C. Jacquet de La Guerre) * Rondeau (E.C.
Jacquet de La Guerre)
With Introducing the Recorder and Music Theory students learn in classroom
settings to play an actual musical instrument, the soprano recorder, and discover
basics of music theory at the same time, seamlessly, logically, and easily.
The charming recorder repertoire in the Suzuki Recorder School has been
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carefully selected by Katherine White, in accordance with the principles and
guidelines of Dr. Suzuki's philosophy. Volume 1 includes international folk tunes
and music by Mozart and Kodaly. Titles: * One Bird, Variation A (Based on a
Kodály Theme) * One Bird, Variation B (Based on a Kodály Theme) * Now We
Sing (K. White) * Mary Had a Little Lamb (Folk Song) * Suo Gan (Folk Song) *
Daddy Long Legs (Kodály Melody) * One Bird, Variation C (Based on a Kodály
Theme) * Cuckoo (Folk Song) * French Children's Song (Folk Song) * The Finch
(Based on a Kodály Theme) * Mary Had a Little Lamb (C Major) (Folk Song) *
Clair de Lune (J.B. Lully) * The Honeybee (Folk Song) * Twinkle, Twinkle, Little
Star: Theme (Folk Song) * Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star: Variation (Shinichi
Suzuki) * Go Tell Aunt Rhody (Folk Song) * One Bird, Variation D (Based on a
Kodály Theme) * The Best of Times (Folk Song) * Allegro (Shinichi Suzuki) *
Clouds (Folk Song) * Goodbye to Winter (Folk Song) * Clown Dance (Folk Song)
* Swedish Dance (Folk Song) * A Tiny Forest Bird (Folk Song) * My Little Boat
(Folk Song) * The Turtle Dove (Folk Song) * Hungarian Dance (Folk Song) *
Hansel and Gretel (Folk Song) * Dream, Children, Dream (Folk Song) * Little Man
in the Woods (Folk Song) * Are You Sleeping? (Folk Song) * Two Kings' Children
(Folk Song) * Come Lovely May (W.A. Mozart) * Tonalization * Fingering Chart
Written for easy recorder, this book features big, easy-to-read notes, a beginner's
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guide to playing the recorder, and a clear, simple introduction to reading music.
Seven of the most well-known Star Wars themes and melodies are included.
Titles: * Star Wars (Main Theme) * May the Force Be with You ("The Force
Theme") * The Imperial March ("Darth Vader's Theme") * Princess Leia's Theme
* Duel of the Fates * Yoda's Theme * The Throne Room (and End Title)
Recorder duets from the beginning
How Students Learn
Pupil's Book
Recorder Quartets
The Way to Learn Through Songs and Tunes
Tune Book
John Pitt's classic three-part introduction to the recorder, now in one handy volume!Your
child doesn't need to be able to read music or play a note! Just follow the simple
instructions.- Holding the recorder- Beginning to play- Developing skills and
techniquesRecorder from the Beginning: a great introduction to music
The leading recorder course for 7 year olds and up, carefully graded with clear
explanations and teaching points, encouraging the development of musical skills and sound
recorder technique. The Teacher's Books include simple piano accompaniments, guitar
chord symbols, chime bar charts and lots of ideas for classroom music-making.New 2004
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edition in full colour also available.
Recorder From The Beginning: Pupil's Book 1 (2004 Edition) is the full-colour revised
edition of John Pitts' best-selling recorder course. The eight extra pages in Book 1 have
allowed for some new tunes and rounds, whilst retaining the well-known favourites that
have helped to make the scheme such an enduring success. This is the book we all learned
from as children and is still, successfully, teaching today's youth how to play the Recorder.
This new edition of Treble Recorder from the Beginning is a complete course in playing
the treble recorder and is particularly suitable for descant players who are progressing to
the treble recorder.
Blues, rags & boogies
Music and the Child
Fun and games with the alto recorder
Very Easy Recorder Tunes
Around the World Teacher's Book
Recorder from the Beginning: Pupil's Book 1

A colourful recorder tutor for early starters which guides children from the very
beginning, including how to hold a recorder properly.
Easy duets for descant recorders, ranging from Brahms to the blues, to encourage the
learning of new notes and rhythms. Suitable for two players or class ensembles, with
piano accompaniments in the teachers' books. Ideal for use alongside the Recorder from
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the Beginning instructional series. Contents: Ade, Zur Guten Nacht * Arima Samba *
Berceuse * Carman's Whistle * Churchill's March * Cielito Lindo * Cossack Dance *
Cradle Song * Crombie's Boogie * Czech Polka * Drink to Me Only * Gay Gordons *
Little Mazurka * March (Scipio) * O Waly, Waly * Plaisir d'Amour * Polka for Paula *
Pretty Pena * Portugese Dance * Ragtime * Santa Lucia * Spring * Star of County Down
* The Saints * Waltz.
A new edition of this popular trumpet tutor, ideal for home practice. It has a bright new
cover giving it a fresh and contemporary new look, and is the perfect book for pupil and
teacher.
How Students Learn: Science in the Classroom builds on the discoveries detailed in the
best-selling How People Learn. Now these findings are presented in a way that teachers
can use immediately, to revitalize their work in the classroom for even greater
effectiveness. Organized for utility, the book explores how the principles of learning can
be applied in science at three levels: elementary, middle, and high school. Leading
educators explain in detail how they developed successful curricula and teaching
approaches, presenting strategies that serve as models for curriculum development and
classroom instruction. Their recounting of personal teaching experiences lends strength
and warmth to this volume. This book discusses how to build straightforward science
experiments into true understanding of scientific principles. It also features illustrated
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suggestions for classroom activities.
Recorder Lessons for Kids - Book 1
Suzuki Recorder School - Volume 1
Abracadabra Flute
How to Play Recorder for Kids (Free Video Available)
The Beginning Band Fun Book (Bells)
A Tutor for Adults
These additions to the hit For All series result from
requests for a popular version by users of the previously
published editions. The 18 titles progress from grade I to
IV and can be used in any combination of instruments.
Michael Story has used his instrumental knowledge and
arranging magic to create this incredible series. Titles
include: I Got Rhythm * Don't Cry for Me Argentina * Linus
and Lucy * Over the Rainbow * The Cup of Life * Tomorrow *
Do Wah Diddy Diddy * Bang the Drum All Day * New York, New
York * Rockin' Robin * Your Mama Don't Dance * Tequila *
Hot, Hot, Hot.
(Schott). A comprehensive recorder method ranging from the
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beginner's first notes and progressing in carefully managed
small steps to advanced playing on the alto. Particular
value is placed on musical awareness; expressive playing is
presented on an equal basis with breathing, finger and
tonguing techniques. Singing and playing from memory are
essential to musical development and play a major role
throughout the series. Since the first volumes of "Fun and
Games with the Recorder" for soprano recorder are intended
for use with children from about six years of age, this
method for alto recorder is therefore aimed at children of
around 10 * 12 years. As in the previous books in this
series we address the child directly and provide carefully
planned and precisely formulated exercises.
First released in the Spring of 1999, How People Learn has
been expanded to show how the theories and insights from
the original book can translate into actions and practice,
now making a real connection between classroom activities
and learning behavior. This edition includes far-reaching
suggestions for research that could increase the impact
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that classroom teaching has on actual learning. Like the
original edition, this book offers exciting new research
about the mind and the brain that provides answers to a
number of compelling questions. When do infants begin to
learn? How do experts learn and how is this different from
non-experts? What can teachers and schools do-with
curricula, classroom settings, and teaching methods--to
help children learn most effectively? New evidence from
many branches of science has significantly added to our
understanding of what it means to know, from the neural
processes that occur during learning to the influence of
culture on what people see and absorb. How People Learn
examines these findings and their implications for what we
teach, how we teach it, and how we assess what our children
learn. The book uses exemplary teaching to illustrate how
approaches based on what we now know result in in-depth
learning. This new knowledge calls into question concepts
and practices firmly entrenched in our current education
system. Topics include: How learning actually changes the
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physical structure of the brain. How existing knowledge
affects what people notice and how they learn. What the
thought processes of experts tell us about how to teach.
The amazing learning potential of infants. The relationship
of classroom learning and everyday settings of community
and workplace. Learning needs and opportunities for
teachers. A realistic look at the role of technology in
education.
Children are inherently musical. They respond to music and
learn through music. Music expresses children's identity
and heritage, teaches them to belong to a culture, and
develops their cognitive well-being and inner self worth.
As professional instructors, childcare workers, or students
looking forward to a career working with children, we
should continuously search for ways to tap into children's
natural reservoir of enthusiasm for singing, moving and
experimenting with instruments. But how, you might ask?
What music is appropriate for the children I'm working
with? How can music help inspire a well-rounded child? How
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do I reach and teach children musically? Most importantly
perhaps, how can I incorporate music into a curriculum that
marginalizes the arts?This book explores a holistic,
artistic, and integrated approach to understanding the
developmental connections between music and children. This
book guides professionals to work through music, harnessing
the processes that underlie music learning, and outlining
developmentally appropriate methods to understand the role
of music in children's lives through play, games,
creativity, and movement. Additionally, the book explores
ways of applying music-making to benefit the whole child,
i.e., socially, emotionally, physically, cognitively, and
linguistically.
Treble Recorder from the Beginning & CD
method for the alto recorder. Tutor book 2
Suzuki Recorder School - Volume 3
A Guide for Teaching and Learning
Piano Accompaniment for Soprano Recorder Part
Recorder from the Beginning - Book 2
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Abracadabra Flute has become a classic in the market, and here
is a brand new edition. The cover has been redesigned, the music
re-set, and new illustrations commissioned. Some new material
has been added, supplying extra help where new notes are
introduced and reinforcement exercises for tricky corners. As
well as the new edition, there is now a CD available. Performed
by professional musicians, it demonstrates each piece on flute
with piano accompaniments from our book Abracadabra Flute Piano
Accompaniments, enabling the pupil to hear how the pieces sound.
Such a CD is invaluable for ensemble experience, and offers all
the fun of playing with an accompaniment - perfect for home
practice and concerts alike.
(Music Sales America). This recorder course by John Pitts is
written for 7-11 year olds no previous knowledge of music or
recorders is necessary. It is carefully graded with clear
explanations at every stage, enouraging children to develop
musical skils as well as recorder techniques. The teacher's
books include simple piano accompaniments, guitar chord symbols
and performance suggestions for classroom percussion. The tune
books provide extra solo and duet material to supplement the
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instruction in each book ideal for children who need more
practice and for fast learners who need extra material to hold
their interest.
There are many reasons to be curious about the way people learn,
and the past several decades have seen an explosion of research
that has important implications for individual learning,
schooling, workforce training, and policy. In 2000, How People
Learn: Brain, Mind, Experience, and School: Expanded Edition was
published and its influence has been wide and deep. The report
summarized insights on the nature of learning in school-aged
children; described principles for the design of effective
learning environments; and provided examples of how that could
be implemented in the classroom. Since then, researchers have
continued to investigate the nature of learning and have
generated new findings related to the neurological processes
involved in learning, individual and cultural variability
related to learning, and educational technologies. In addition
to expanding scientific understanding of the mechanisms of
learning and how the brain adapts throughout the lifespan, there
have been important discoveries about influences on learning,
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particularly sociocultural factors and the structure of learning
environments. How People Learn II: Learners, Contexts, and
Cultures provides a much-needed update incorporating insights
gained from this research over the past decade. The book expands
on the foundation laid out in the 2000 report and takes an indepth look at the constellation of influences that affect
individual learning. How People Learn II will become an
indispensable resource to understand learning throughout the
lifespan for educators of students and adults.
Written specifically for elementary students by elementary band
teachers with extra-large sized notation, letter names inside
the note heads, limited material per page, fun, child-centered
graphics and play-a-long videos.
Learners, Contexts, and Cultures
For Classroom Teachers
New Full-Colour Edition
Piano Accompaniment for Alto Recorder Part
Recorder from the Beginning - Around the World
Free Your Teaching and Revolutionize Your Classroom
Designed to be used alongside the best-selling Recorder From The
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Beginning teaching scheme, this work is suitable for players who have
reached the beginning of Book 2 of the tutor. It also features songs which
include: Can You Feel The Love Tonight, Don't Cry For Me Argentina,
House Of The Rising Sun, and Scarborough Fair.
(Music Sales America). Aimed at pupils with a basic knowledge of descant
recorder playing who want to move onto the treble. Includes a varied
selection of repertoire, and is ideal for use alongside the Recorder from the
Beginning duets books.
This is a brief exploration of running records, explaining why to use them,
how they relate to teaching, and how to administer them.
Textbooks are symbols of centuries-old education. They're often outdated as
soon as they hit students' desks. Acting "by the textbook" implies
compliance and a lack of creativity. It's time to ditch those textbooks--and
those textbook assumptions about learning In Ditch That Textbook, teacher
and blogger Matt Miller encourages educators to throw out meaningless,
pedestrian teaching and learning practices. He empowers them to evolve
and improve on old, standard, teaching methods. Ditch That Textbook is a
support system, toolbox, and manifesto to help educators free their
teaching and revolutionize their classrooms.
Brain, Mind, Experience, and School: Expanded Edition
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John Pitts - Treble Recorder from the Beginning - Pupil Book (revised Full-.
Recorder from the Beginning: Pupil's Book 2
For Elementary Students
Recorder From The Beginning: Teacher's Book 3
Treble Recorder from the Beginning
This volume includes simple recorder tunes for anyone learning to play the descant recorder.
Information about the origins of each tune on the borders of each page gives children a more
intuitive feel for the music and advises them on timing. It also includes 50 stickers.
The charming recorder repertoire in the Suzuki Recorder School has been carefully selected by
Katherine White, in accordance with the principles and guidelines of Dr. Suzuki's philosophy.
Titles: * The Flowers Are Sleeping (Folk Song) * The Silent Moon (Folk Song) * Early One
Morning (Folk Song) * Siciliana from Sonata in F Major III (G.F. Handel) * Menuet in D Minor
from Suite No. 2 in B Minor (J.S. Bach) * Larghetto from Sonata in F Major I (G.F. Handel) *
Bourrée in B-Flat Major from the Water Music Suite (G.F. Handel) * Larghetto from Sonata in
G Minor I (G.F. Handel) * Bourrée in G Minor from the Royal Fireworks Suite (G.F. Handel) *
Menuet in A Minor from Suite No. 4 in E Minor (C. Dieupart) * March in F Major, BWV Anh.
122 (C.P.E. Bach) * Presto from Sonata in G Minor IV (G.F. Handel) * Bourrée in F Major from
the Water Music Suite (Harmony Part) (G.F. Handel) * Bourrée in D Minor from the Water
Music Suite (Harmony Part) (G.F. Handel)
This recorder course by John Pitts is written for 7-11 year olds no previous knowledge of music
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or recorders is necessary. It is carefully graded with clear explanations at every stage,
enouraging children to develop musical skills as well as recorder techniques. The teacher's
books include simple piano accompaniments, guitar chord symbols and performance suggestions
for classroom percussion. The tune books provide extra solo and duet material to supplement the
instruction in each book ideal for children who need more practice and for fast learners who
need extra material to hold their interest.
Accompanies the pupil's edition and outlines lessons for the student.
Ditch That Textbook
How People Learn II
Abracadabra Recorder
Science in the Classroom
Pops & Shows : Pupil's Book
Ready, Steady Recorder! Pupil Book & CD
Updated editions to the bestselling series. They have been
completely redesigned in colour and new songs have been added.
The prices remain the same as the classic original editions.
John Pitt's hugely successful Recorder from the Beginning
teaching scheme has a straightforward, easy-to-follow approach
with attractive collections of well-known and original tunes.
The beginner books are specially written for 7-11 year olds. The
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additional graded repertoire and ensemble books will appeal to
players of all ages. No previous knowledge of the recorder or
music is needed in order to begin playing with this specially
written recorder course - it's all covered in the books.
How People Learn
Recorder from the Beginning - Book 1
Suzuki Recorder School - Volume 2
Sing, Clap and Play the Recorder
Selections from Star Wars® for Recorder
Playing Score
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